Silverado dual battery

One of my most frequently asked questions about my truck camping setup was always in
regards to a dual battery setup and adding an isolator. Before we get into how to install a
second battery in your car or truck, maybe we should talk about WHY. In practice, this system
means that while you are driving around all day you are charging both batteries like normal, but
when the vehicle is off the batteries are not connected and cannot see one another. Thus
allowing you to connect your accessories and electronics up to this secondary battery to use
while camping without ever worrying about killing your main battery and being unable to start
your vehicle the following morning. Previously when I spent the better part of a year living out
of my truck and on a West Coast USA road trip , I was running the normal single battery that
every vehicle has. This meant that when I was charging my electronics out of the canopy I had a
pod of three cigarette lighter adapters hooked up to my main battery in the back where I would
run my w inverter that I would, perhaps over cautiously, idle my truck about every hour in order
to ensure that I would not kill my battery. I now picture Walter White in Breaking Bad rigging up
sponges and various metal components to jumpstart their RV batteryâ€¦ Although I could never
do that! Of course, you can buy portable emergency jumper batteries, they also sell batteries
with a special jumper built right into it. I would read and read about the dual batteries and how
to do isolator setups on the Internet from various websites and on Expedition Portal. Amps,
grounding, various gauge wires, wiring, voltage, solenoids, blah, blah, blah. So I just bit the
bullet this year before setting out on the road again and made some calls to area businesses
and had them set me all up with a second car battery for accessories. Here you can see the
deep cycle marine battery above accessory battery and the starter battery hidden down below
to the right. The isolator is mounted to the frame right above the accessory battery. The main
starter battery now moved into the space below. This does make it a little trickier to get a jump
start, but it is possible. The new accessory battery which runs everything in the canopy. The
thin red wire runs to the back of the canopy. Or you could go a little simpler and get a switch
that you have to physically turn on or off to ensure that you are charging both batteries or
isolating them. The risk with those setups, of course, is that you can forget to isolate the
batteries at the end of the day and end up, possibly, running both down. Really you just need a
simple battery isolator kit, which also means that less that can go wrong with it on the road as
well. Which electronics are absolutely notorious for doing. Reading online it never sounded too
complicatedâ€”but with the grounding of the batteries and things of that nature, it was just over
my head. So your best bet is to call around to car stereo specialists they often install a second
battery for their clients to run their high powered stereos or to call an RV repair place or shop
who are more specialized in the needs and demands of using a second car battery for a home
on wheels. I called both. They had the best rate and the came recommended by my
neighborhood mechanic. The other complication with doing an overland dual battery setup in
my truck, a Toyota Pickup Hilux which predates the Tacoma models, is that it features a small
engine compartment. Another problem is that a deep cycle battery as mentioned, this is the kind
you need for an accessory battery is slightly larger than your standard car battery so you need
a little bit more room for them. Just when I sort of thought I had a grasp on the logistics of
mounting a second battery to a truck, I struggled with the question of where I could actually
PUT the second battery in this small space. Another shot of my truck camping dual battery
setup and engine compartment. As a side note, this did cause a problem when I shipped my
truck back to the United States from South America. The journey was more than a month
without starting it, meaning the battery died. The workers tried to jump-start my truck on the
boat trying to jump the second battery and obviously failed, so they had to push it off the boat. I
have yet to kill my second battery and have been able to keep all my electronics charged
without fail while camping up to three nights without ever even starting my truck. If you have
lights installed in the back of the canopy and you tend to use them a lot, then be sure to have
their wiring switched over to draw power from the accessory battery rather than the standard
battery. Running a standard household personal fan off my dual battery setup which can run
through the night, no problem. For instance, I cannot run my laptop connected to the inverter, I
can only charge it and then later run it off the laptop battery. I can now run pretty much
whatever I want back there, including using my laptop while it is connected. It was a great
change! You can get super complex, some campers even run mini-fridges out of the back of
their canopies while on the road. You might be better off just going for one of those Yeti
coolers. All-in-all, I am SO happy to finally have an isolated dual battery setup , and anyone that
is seriously looking at spending a longer stretch of time on the road and truck camping should
absolutely have one in their setup. Have any questions about getting a dual battery setup? Do
you have one of these systems in place already? Sound off in the comments below with your
experience and perspective. Looking for more truck camping essentials? Read more about what
I take along truck camping or browse the site for tons more posts about truck camping, road

trips, and travel off the beaten path. Did you find this post about a dual battery setup helpful?
Please take a second to share it on Pinterest, Facebook, or Twitter. I hope this helped you get
started with truck camping! I know it can be confusing when you are just getting started, which
is why I started writing so extensively about it. If you have any questions about truck camping,
road trips, budget travel, or anything else shoot me an email at ryan desktodirtbag. I love
getting questions! That is how I get ideas for my blog posts and what to write about! As an
Amazon Associate and member of other affiliate programs, I earn from qualifying purchases.
Please let me know with a comment on the blog below or reach out to me on Facebook or
Instagram. Feel free to share a photo on Instagram with the desktodirtbag hashtag once you put
this into action! They will both handle deep discharges better than standard lead acid batteries
which will die after only a few deep discharges but you will not get the s or s of charge cycles
they are capable of. My first one lasted a few years of almost constant truck camping and use.
Thanks for the detailed explanation! I put mt second battery underneath the bed in my canopy
and used a 12 volt relay that activates when the truck is running to charge it and drops out
when the truck is parked, Reason for the relay is that you dont loose the 0. Just make sure they
install thick enough gauge wires so you get whatever current you need back there. Glad you
liked the guide! I also happen to be in Bremerton and would love to take a look at your setup!
Hope the article helps you get something setup thoughâ€¦. Hey I have a Ford F supercrew
offroad, has the 6. I set it up with a dual battery isolator by Stinger, used a amp. I put the second
battery in my bed in my canopy. I built a sleeper system with lots of storage. My wife and I are
quite comfy back there when we boon dock. My off road lights are my next big project after my
brush guard install. My pickup has the 3. Has the max tow package. Thank you for your ideas on
building my camper so my wife and I can enjoy camping. I noticed in the stock diesel versions
of the hilux they put the battery in the right side of the engine bay opposite side of original
battery. Any reason why you didnt put it there? So I used 6ga wire, ran it to the back of my car,
and put a power inverter back there! So to fix this, i added a second battery in the back of my
car! I used Blue Sea Systems Auto Charging Relay, and some more 6ga wire, to have my
inverter run only off the rear battery, or both batteries at once! To top it all off I received two 8v
1. If it dies, I just wait for the sun to come out. I now can charge construction batteries in the
back of my car without the fear of having a no start situation. And Ryan, The inverter in the back
canopy is far less efficient than if you were to wire it up front! This is what made me put my
second battery in the back of the car. If at all possible, rewire it as close to battery preferably in
the cab somewhere and run v back from there! Please also to remember to fuse everything that
you do! As without a fuse there is nothing to stop the flow of power if you were to be in an
accident! Though never did truck camping before but i guess this is a no brainer, keeping two
batteries to have one in case of emergency if you end up being in the middle of no where.
Thanks tons Ryan! Hope you get your husband on board! All very helpful Ryan! So appreciate
what you have offered. I am hoping my Toyota will have room for a dual battery setupâ€¦time
will tell. For the time being I have kept my truck without any wood using hammock nets and a
few containersâ€¦. Happy travels! Hey Elizabeth, thanks so much for the comment and glad the
article was helpful. Just have to talk with a creative mechanic. Look forward to seeing photos!
Cool Thank you. Found them. Very similar set up. I went with the top sleep at up tho because
my canopy is a bit taller. In Puyallup WA. Of just my truck in general? Of course! Really enjoyed
your posts about your bed setup and batteries. Love it and makes a great base camp. Even
hooked up LED X-mas lights one time on a cactus with a inverter. I use a very simple isolation
set up. I just use a manual kill switch between batteries to isolate the deep cycle when not
charging. Kill isolation switch is under the dash and easy to reach. Mounted 6 12v outlets in the
cab and 2 in the camper direct wired to the deep cycle battery with separate fuse. That gives me
8 12v outlets in the cab including the ones that came with the truck and 2 in the camper. Plug in
some small USB plugs and ready to go with all kinds of electronics. Also carry a small V
inverter for some electronics â€¦bought at Walmart which is handy too. We find we can camp in
much rougher terrain than where a tent would be uncomfortable and impractical, and I carry
some basic leveling blocks, also double for jacking blocks for recovery. The camper is also
great to get out of wind or marginal weather and still get some sleep. We have a big tarp to
extend off the back or side so we can still be protected when cooking or getting out of the truck
or need desert or summer shade. For security I have a chain and pad lock behind the grill so I
can lock down the hood and we can put some valuables under the hood for security when
parked for hiking etc. I also have a well hidden kill switch that completely kills the ignition.
Broke the door lock and ignition so it could be started with a screw driver but the kill switch
saved our bacon although they got some items from the cab. I now also have a stout length of
chain that goes around the steering column and then around the brake pedal with ends locked
tight with a pad lock. Also have a crude loud home made security alarm on the camper door that

triggers a second horn under the hood. Got paranoid after the Vegas theft attempt. Mainly this
stuff slows down the thief and makes a difficult and slow target and hopefully they move on.
After years of remote truck camping we opted for the elevated shelf for sleeping with two large
pull out drawers. The bed is also divided into 4 hatches. But our camper shell is wedged with
extra height so it gives more head room. Although one draw back to a wedged cap and bigger
tires and stiff suspension is to watch out for lower clearance parking garages!!! Have a bunch of
other additions as well. Use an Acer tablet with a GPS and topo program for navigation. Same
program on my Android phone. Down load maps off line or anywhere I have wireless or use
hotspot on my phone if I can get cell coverage. This works great especially at night, If I have
data coverage I can use Google Earth to see the terrain in detail, and have found some good
camping spots this way at night. Have lots of camp sites and points of interest listed on the
topo program. Great and user friendly program with numerous mapping options. Back Country
Navigator Pro. Last thing I purchased was a Scan Gauge that plugs into the port for engine
diagnostics so I can track gas mileage, engine performance, and engine codes etc. Can also
easily check battery voltage and charge levels. Also on a search and rescue team in AZ so all
this stuff comes in real handy on remote SAR missions if I take my own truck. In the canopy
though I can charge whenever with no key in the ignition off of my second battery. Err, I see that
you are. Looks like I need to modify my tacoma to have constant power on the cigarette
adapters. My husband wants to do something similar with our truck. Thank you. Great write-up
and set of resources. Pictures would be great! Lots of questions! This a good idea for peace of
mind. I have been out in the wild, in my Tacoma, worried if it will start the next day. I have seen
where they will put the extra battery in the bed of the truck. I think you may smell it in that
confined space though. I would definitely recommend it, totally worth it to be able to charge
your electronics, run your lights, etc with no worries of being left stranded the next day! I
thought about doing it in the bed, but then you should definitely get one of those fully sealed
batteries that wont give off any noxious fumes. Nice update. But seeing that picture of a fan had
me wishing for a dual battery. Sometimes it gets stuffy under the canopy. It has made life on the
road so much better. The fan is clutch, and being able to keep everything charged without worry
is a huge step up. Love it and wish I had done it two years agoâ€¦ Hope you are well! Your email
address will not be published. Sharing is caring! This article may contain affiliate links. If you
make a purchase through these links, I will earn a commission at no extra cost to you.
Instructions Get a truck if you don't have one! The bigger the truck bed the better. Short beds
have workarounds but they are not ideal unless you are quite small. Find a new or used canopy
for your truck. Read this guide on what to look for when buying a canopy. My top
recommendation is to find an elevated canopy like the Leer what I use. Decide on what sort of
truck bed sleeping platform you want to build. The two most common are an elevated sleeping
platform or the backshelf and side-shelf approaches. I did a transformer setup for the best of
both worlds, here is my step-by-step guide building the transformer style setup. Purchase
essential gear to start truck camping which includes a sleeping pad or mattress , sleeping bag ,
two-burner stove , cooler, storage boxes, etc. Go on a test truck camping run at a free
boondocking campsite without amenities to test your setup. Read more about finding free
camping in the USA. Consider your electronics system and how you will charge devices while
on the road. You could get an outside system like the GoalZero Yeti but I recommend using a
dual battery and isolator under the hood. Join the Pickup Truck Camping group on Facebook
for an amazing, like-minded community where you can ask questions and get answers from
experienced truck campers. Be sure to pick up your PTC stickers, shirts, and swag! Review the
detailed truck camping gear and accessories plus a packing list and start planning your epic
truck camping adventures. Here is more info on road trip planning for you, based on 10s of
thousands of miles of adventures. Sign up for more truck camping tips, tricks, and info
delivered straight to your email inbox from yours truly. Notes I hope this helped you get started
with truck camping! Recommended Products As an Amazon Associate and member of other
affiliate programs, I earn from qualifying purchases. Did you find this helpful? The following two
tabs change content below. Bio Latest Posts. Ryan is an author, adventurer, perpetual
wanderer, and self-proclaimed dirtbag but that might not mean what you think. Originally from
Seattle, he headed to Washington D. He set out truck camping to road trip across the American
West. Since then he set out traveling to Colombia , drove across all of Central America , and
also wrote a best selling book: Big Travel, Small Budget. He just finished driving his old truck
across all of South America. Follow the adventures on social media or read more about me.
Latest posts by Ryan see all. Comments Post Author. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. At some point I'll be pulling enough juice to warrant a second
battery. I assume that they'll run in parallel, but how and where do they connect the two
batteries together? At the starter? Since my copy of the factory service manual seems to be

junk, I'm curious if anybody can get me a diagram, so I can start thinking about what I'm doing
with this project when the time comes. Gm routes them across the radiator shroud to the extra
battery for the positive and then just ground the neg to the frame rail and you will be fine. I
would want this install to be as stock as possible even if I end up upgrading the cabling later. I
should have taken it out insted of cut it. I bet the NNBS would work on our trucks. I'm more or
less just curious how and where it is attached to the truck. I've also been told about the
Auxiliary battery relay from GM, so I have to do some digging and find out what GM's stock
method of controlling the auxiliary battery is I just need to go out and find the mounting
locations of their relay and control boxes, and get my hands on the stock wiring for the dual
battery setup Should be easy to do. You can post now and register later. If you have an account,
sign in now to post with your account. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed.
Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL. General SS Search In.
Recommended Posts. Report post. Posted July 14, edited. Edited July 14, by Rausche. Share
this post Link to post Share on other sites. Posted July 14, Will this Auxiliary Battery
Schematics help you? Posted July 15, Posted July 25, Posted July 26, Join the conversation
You can post now and register later. Reply to this topic Go To Topic Listing. Sign In Sign Up.
Forums New posts Search forums. Media New media New comments Search media. Members
Current visitors New profile posts Search profile posts. Log in Register. Search titles only.
Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. How has the weather been in
your neck of the woods? Please Click here to take our Winter Weather Survey, we would
appreciate it. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your
browser before proceeding. Dual Battery Install Instructions for a Chevy. Thread starter
streetfrog Start date Jan 20, Location New Hampshire. Please make this a Sticky Forum Mod..
Here is a complete install instructions for all of you trying to hook up dual batteries. Good Luck
The battery tray is a easy to add, you just use the factory aux battery tray from GM and it will
bolt into the stock location just like GM intented.. The tray is mounted on the pass side inner
fender between the coolant tank and the firewall. You will need to remove the upper curved
fender brace between the fender and the firewall to provide the clearance for the battery but it
won't affect the structural integrity of the fender. Depending on the physical size of the battery
you going to mount in the tray, you may need to trim the tab off the firewall where the fender
brace was mounted that you just removed. A quick zip with an air saw or even tin snips will
remove it easily. Use a file and a little touch up paint on the cut edge to dress it up a bit. The
part numbers you need to get from the dealer are: Support: Screw: Clamp: The easiest way to
wire duel batteries to the up Silverados is to use batteries that have top and side terminals both.
By having top and side terminals both, you can just leave your stock cables the way they are
and use the top posts for all your additional connections. I also like the fact that these terminals
are gold plated so they last a lot longer as far as corrosion goes. These style terminals make
this a super easy job because if you look closely at the pic, they have ports in them that you just
strip the insulation off the cable and insert it into the port in the terminal. They have an Allen set
screw in them to tighten the cable. That way you don't need to crimp any cables. I do
recommend adding a little solder to the stripped end of the cable though so the Allen screw
doesn't crush the cable and will add additional contact surface. Just buy enough cable to reach
from one battery to the other how ever you want to route them around the engine compartment
and simply connect the positive on one battery to the positive of the other battery terminal. Do
the same thing on the negative side too. Three other things that I would recommend doing at
this time: 1 Upgrade the charging wire on the back of the alternator to a 4 gage cable as this is a
weak link on the GM trucks. Leave the stock one in place but add a second one from the
charging stud where the original wire is on the alternator directly to the positive on either
battery driver side would be closer. For these 3 cables you can just buy a replacement universal
battery cable with an eye on one end. Then you can just cut the other end off doesn't even
matter what kind of end is on this side as your cutting it off anyway and insert it into your gold
plated terminal. Make sure both the power and ground cables for the plow are connected
directly to a battery. Do not connect them to the factory pos junction block near the power
steering pump or connect the ground anywhere but the battery. This will allow a clean voltage
path directly from the batteries to the plow where it's need the most. That's why these gold
plated "port" style battery terminals are so handy, since they're easy to add extra cables to and
they still look clean and neat with good conductivity. You want to use 2 gage cable for all these
wiring upgrades except the new alternator wire, use 4 gage like mentioned Adding the duel
batteries connected directly togethter and upgrading the stock charging wire and ground cables
will allow the system to operate at peak efficiency and allow the alternator to provide all the
amperage it can to keep the batteries charged. Welderguy24 Member. Location Fargo, ND.
Location GPS says I'm here. Streetfrog musta broke the link when he posted it. Here's a pic of

the battery terminals in the link:. Location MN. Location Stratford, CT. Last edited: Jan 23,
ABES; said:. Was a lot easier than i thought it was going to be. And it is a Sticky. After you post
you need to pm the Mods' I asked Michael. I need to take some pics of my equip and make a
couple of posts. Like for the prowings on where you need to reinforce so it doesn't bend. I
found out 20 min after install the hard way lol. Damn yellow drive thru poles. Bill Member.
Location Bridgeport CT. Location Maine. Here are a couple of pics of my dual battery install in a
OBS K The braided cables are audio quality high current 4 ga. Specs on them compare
favorably with run of the mill 2 ga not all cables are created equal. You can also see the
mounting for the Fisher Isolation module. Josh Steere Junior Member. Location iowa. I have a
chevy and i have a qestion. What kind of air cleaner are you running when you put the battery
on the passenger side! Indy Senior Member. Location Indianapolis, IN south. Josh Steere; said:.
Ok i have another question? Dose the battery on the passenger side fit back by the firewall or
right up against the raidator support! If its by the radiator support i have no room for stock filter
housing. Dose any one have a pic of the dual battery for the passenger side on a or so chevy.
Here's a pic Josh of where you can see the aux battery location on the '99 newer Silverado's.
You can see it mounts back near the firewall. I will be picking mine up on monday! Again thanks
everyone. You must log in or register to reply here. Time Required. Luckily, changing out the
battery is one of the easiest maintenance tasks you can perform on your Silverado. The hood
release handle is located on the driver's side to the left of the emergency brake pedal. To open
the hood, reach into the gap at the front of the truck and feel for the latch. Push it to the left to
release it and lift up on the hood. The battery is located in the back left corner of the engine bay,
partially covered by an engine bay brace. Remove the four bolts holding the engine bay brace to
the body of the truck with a 13mm socket and socket wrench. Remove the brace and set it off to
the side. Locate the battery hold down, which is a small block held down on the right side of the
battery compartment. Use at least a 6" socket wrench extension to reach the 13mm bolt and
loosen it up. Once it's completely loosened, reach down and pull out the bolt and the battery
hold down block. Locate the red positive cable and the black negative cable, both of which need
to be removed using a 10mm socket. Before you remove any cables, ALWAYS remember to
remove the black negative cable first and reinstall it last , which will prevent shorting the battery
to ground and possibly causing a fire. Loosen the 10mm bolt on the black negative terminal just
enough so that you can lift it up and remove the cable. Push the cable back and out of the way.
A simple trick is to rest it on one of the engine bay braces to keep it from springing back. Flip
up the terminal cover on the red positive terminal and loosen the 10mm bolt. Lift up on the cable
and move it out of the way. Resting it on the coolant reservoir keeps it from springing back. The
battery may have carrying handles that you can flip up if they're not already. Grab onto the
handles with both hands and slowly lift the battery out of the battery compartment. Batteries are
very heavy around 40 lbs. Follow these instructions in reverse order to install the new battery
and reassemble everything. Cancel: I did not complete this guide. Badges: Fix Your Stuff.
Difficulty Easy. Steps 8. Time Required 10 - 15 minutes. Sections 1. Battery 8 steps. Flags 0.
Step 1 Open the Hood. Add a comment. Add Comment Cancel. Step 2 Locate the Battery
Compartment. Step 3 Remove the Engine Bay Brace. Step 4 Remove the Battery Hold Down.
Step 5 Remove the Cables from the Battery Terminals. Step 6. Step 7. Step 8 Remove the
Battery. Almost done! You're Finished! Author with 2 other contributors. Nicely done. You made
it very straight forward. No guessing necessary! Thanks for including the nut sizes! Single Step
Full Guide. Small - px Medium - px Large - px. View Statistics:. Try it free for 14 days. View Full
Image. Truckin Magazine how to. After around 11 installments, it's hard to believe we're finally
just about finished with our overland-style project. One area we've wanted to cover since the
beginning was the charging system. This truck has never had a problem, but we did add a big
stereo, LED lighting, an alarm, and a USB charging station in the bed area, so we really had to
upgrade the truck. Properly adding a dual battery kit requires a bit more than a second battery.
You need to mount that second battery, run cables to it, and have a way to isolate it from the
other battery. That's the real benefit here: being able to power the truck throughout the day or
night when you're out on the trail and still have a fresh battery to start it when needed. There are
simple isolators on the market that are simpler than what we were planning, but when we threw
a high-amperage alternator into the mix, it rendered them obsoleteâ€”they can't handle power!
So, while our final parts list was bigger than we planned, we were confident we were doing the
job right. For the two new batteries, we looked to Odyssey for a couple matching Extreme
Series PCs that would fit into both the stock location and the factory-style auxiliary battery tray
we picked up off eBay for a few bucks. Then we called up Powermaster Performance, because
we knew it carried a amp alternator that bolted right into the stock location and had the correct
plug and pulley. To make it all work, we discussed our needs with Painless Performance, who
recommended its weatherproof dual-battery control system, which consists of an extreme-duty

solenoid and three-way switch along with all the other connections. Finally, Painless added foot
lengths of 1-gauge cable to cover all the cable we were adding or replacing. We completed the
job in a couple afternoons and were soon enjoying the fruits of our labor, feeling confident this
truck is one giant step closer to being the reliable off-road cruiser we envisioned form the
beginning. Sources Odyssey Battery. More Photos View Slideshow. By Jeremy Cook. Follow
Truck Trend Network Facebook. Top 10 Supercharger Articles on TruckTrend. Truck Trend
Newsletter Sign Up. Email: Required. Zip Code:. Yes â€” I prefer to receive offers and
promotions from Trucktrend Network. Yes â€” I prefer to receive occasional updates with
special offers from carefully selected third party partners of Trucktrend Network. By
subscribing you agree to the terms and conditions of our terms of use. Big Brake Kits. What Are
Hydraulic Bump Stops? Installing 4. In days gone-by, the humble dual cab ute was primarily
used by tradies and farmers because of their ruggedness and ability to carry passengers as well
as tools or equipment. However, in recent years the product and market has changed, and the
dual cab has become the vehicle style of choice for recreation and 4WDing, drivers with towing
requirements, and now even city slickers are onboard. The rise of the dual cab can be put down
to a few things such as their size and flexibility, but also the safety and luxury features that were
previously only available in large SUVs. With an endless list of potential accessories and
modifications available, it can be a daunting process when looking to pimp out your new dual
cab 4x4, and there are some mods that should have a higher priority than others. Dual cab utes
are becoming increasingly popular in Australia. The alternator is the power supply used by the
vehicle to recover its start battery from the engine starting process and provide power to its
electrical components once running. There are two common types of alternators, the traditional
fixed-voltage alternator, and the now more common smart alternator. The fixed voltage
alternator produces sufficient voltage to successfully charge a secondary battery, whereas a
smart alternator adjusts its output voltage based on the vehicle operating conditions to reduce
the electrical load, and in turn, the mechanical load on the engine from the alternator. This
renders it unsuccessful at charging a secondary battery to a usable level. Widespread
implementation of smart alternators means that the once trusty process of parallel charging
from the start battery to the secondary battery is not effective in vehicles equipped with this
technology. Most dual cab utes are built with just one starting battery so installing a second
battery for auxiliary purposes is required to increase capacity and allow loads to be run when
the vehicle is off. This can be a tricky process in a dual cab and really depends on your vehicle.
In years past, an under the bonnet install was a common occurrence, but not anymore, due to a
lack of space and higher levels of heat being generated from the engine. The fact is that the best
location for the install of secondary battery depends on your ute. Some utes lend themselves to
a secondary battery being installed behind the rear passenger seat or under the tray, others
tend towards an install inside the tub or on the tray. A secondary battery in a dual cab. Ute
purchased, check. Auxiliary battery installed, check. The next step is to install a suitable dual
battery charging system. Its job is to also protect the start battery from going flat by isolating it
from the secondary battery when the engine is turned off. It will do this by sensing battery
voltage and when the start battery reaches An SBI is best suited for vehicles that have a fixed
voltage alternator and are on a budget. If an SBI is not able to help you achieve your power
needs due to long cable runs or smart alternator technology, then the next option is an
in-vehicle battery charger , also known as a DC to DC battery charger. The next step up from an
isolator is a DC-DC Charger , which can best be described as a battery charger you have at your
home, that plugs into the vehicles wiring instead of a wall. A DC-DC charger protects the start
battery like an isolator does but when charging, it actually boosts the charge to the auxiliary
battery. There are many different types of dual battery chargers on the market and there are
several factors which will dictate which one is best for your dual cab ute. This includes the type
of battery you have, the type of alternator your ute has, the location of the install, and power
you require. Features do also vary, such as the ability to accept additional power sources like
solar. A dual battery charger installed in the tray of a ute. The volt, 25 and 40 Amp models and
the volt 20 Amp models also feature a fully integrated MPPT Solar regulator, allowing the
maximum amount of power from solar panels to charge the auxiliary battery. The range features
a wide 9 â€” volt input range allowing an auxiliary battery to be charged from either a 12 or 24V
vehicle electrical system. If you really want to take your dual battery setup to the next level, then
you should look no further than a battery management system. A good battery management
system will have all the bells and whistles of an isolator and DC to DC charger and more. A
serious dual cab setup with our Manager30 battery management system. Managing multiple
gadgets can be daunting especially if you are heading off the grid to remote destinations. With a
battery management system, you can have the peace of mind in knowing that your system will
take care of itself. It operates like six separate products in one: an In-Vehicle battery charger

whilst on the move, a volt charger, a solar regulator, a battery isolator, a remote battery monitor,
and a load-disconnect controller. With these features, it means you can relax and stay off the
grid as long as your heart desires. If you are considering a charging system for your rig but are
still unsure of what the best solution is, we have the solution. The best dual cab ute solution for
you ultimately depends on a range of factors and variables relating to your needs. Whether you
drive a Toyota Hilu
1987 f150 transmission
2013 suzuki burgman 400
2002 chevy malibu parts diagram
x, Ford Ranger or any other common 4x4 ute we will be able to give you a recommendation
tailored to your needs. Set it up right, and you and your dual battery setup will be playing sweet
music together in no time. Looking to start your 4x4, camper trailer or caravan upgrade but not
sure what products will allow you to travel the way you want? All you need to apply is to have a
debit or credit card, to be over 18 years of age, and to be a resident of Australia. Late fees and
additional eligibility criteria apply. The first payment may be due at the time of purchase. Solar
Panels. Electric Brake Controllers. Battery Chargers AC. Lithium Deep Cycle Batteries. Pure
Sine Wave Inverters. Vehicle Management Systems. Voltage Converters. Charge Equalisers.
Heavy Vehicle Safety. Value Packs. Videos News Blog. Cart You have no items in your shopping
cart. Categories: Unbeatable rigs. Leave your comment. Blog search. Blog archive. Shop by
Category. Customer Service. Follow us. All rights reserved.

